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                       25th November, 2019 

Editorial 
 
 
Debt crisis 
The PTI government made one promise after taking power that justified the economic misery 
it has thrown the country into. This promise was to reduce Pakistan’s national debt. Not only 
has the government failed to deliver on that promise, it has done worse in one year than any 
single government in the 71 years since independence. In its first 13 months, the government 
has managed to increase Pakistan’s total debt by 35 percent. This is certainly not why the 
economy was forced to contract, and certainly does not justify the type of austerity measures 
that the government has undertaken. The actual numbers are stunning. In the 15 months 
period between June 2019 and September 2019, Pakistan’s total debt and liabilities have 
increased from Rs29,879 billion to Rs41,489 billion, while gross public debt has increased 
from Rs25 trillion to Rs34 trillion. Perhaps the government will point to the figures for the 
last quarter to suggest that things are improving. It is better in relation to previous months, 
but it continues to present an abysmal picture of the state of the economy and state finances 
under the current government. 
 
In itself, there is little surprise in these numbers. The government had projected a record 
deficit in its own budget calculations. But it is worth thinking about how much attention 
Prime Minister Imran Khan has paid to debt accumulated in the last decade under the PPP 
and PML-N and to his own government’s performance. Where national debt increased by 
almost Rs23 trillion in a decade between 2008 and 2018, the government has managed to add 
Rs10 trillion in debt in a single year. This means that in a single year, the government has 
managed to, somehow, accrue almost half the debt accumulated in a full decade before it 
came into power. 
 
This also means that rather than the PM’s Debt Commission focusing on the previous decade 
should cast its eyes on the year that has passed. On the one side, it shows the facile nature of 
sloganeering, but talking about that too much is to disguise the much more serious problem at 
hand. In the name of austerity and fiscal prudence, Pakistan has gone down a much more 
dangerous path. High economic growth can disguise high levels of debt, but this is not a 
luxury available during periods of low economic growth as exists in Pakistan today. Debt 
levels need to start falling soon, but the path we’re on at the moment is taking us in the 
opposite direction much faster than years before this. 
 


